Role of Conservation Adoption Premiums on Participation in Water Quality Trading Programs
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Abstract: Over half of lakes, reservoirs, and ponds in the United States are threatened or impaired, mostly by nutrients. One policy to improve water quality is water quality trading (WQT). While the concept is appealing, adoption of conservation practices in these programs has been anemic at best. Using a case study in the newly-formed WQT market in Jordan Lake, North Carolina, we propose that part of the problem is a large adoption premium (AP) for this program. AP is the amount that farmers require over and above direct adoption costs to participate. In this study, farmers were asked at in-person interviews about their willingness to accept (WTA) a payment to adopt a particular conservation practice (riparian buffers) in order to generate and sell credits. We compared farmers’ WTA to their direct cost of participation, which allowed us to estimate an AP. On average, the AP more than doubles the cost of purchasing credits. The AP sums all of the known indirect costs already cited in the literature, and more, into a single value and is relatively simple to estimate. Knowing the AP would improve the ability of policy makers to accurately estimate what is needed to boost adoption rates in WQT programs and other conservation programs as well.
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1. Introduction

Degradation of water quality by nutrients is a concern facing communities all over the world. In the United States, in 2006, 60% of assessed lakes, reservoirs, and ponds were threatened or impaired for their designated uses, mostly due to nutrients [1]. Many different policies have been used to improve water quality, including water quality trading (WQT). Water quality trading is a market-based approach that allows sources with high pollution abatement cost to meet their regulatory obligations by buying pollution reductions from sources with a lower pollution reduction cost. In theory, water quality can be improved at a lower cost using WQT than command and control policies such as regulation [2]. Despite its appeal, the number of successful applications has been limited. Out of 37 WQT programs in the US, only three had actually experienced any trading activity by 2003 [3]. A recently released study by the National Network of Water Quality Trading [4] and others (e.g., [5,6]) suggests that programs can find success with knowledge and careful planning, but the idea has not generated any functioning markets to date, despite many attempts.

A low rate of adoption for conservation practices is not uncommon [7–10]. For example, in 2010, only 34% of major crop acres in the United States utilized no-tillage [11] grassed waterways occupied
When developing programs, policy makers rely on adoption cost estimates to implement successful programs, but these estimates may be very different than what farmers themselves require to adopt practices [12]. Direct costs are straightforward to estimate and generally include implementation, maintenance, and opportunity costs for lost production. However, several studies have pointed out that farmers also have to consider transaction costs such as legal costs [13], and risk and uncertainty [2,14], for example, which are indirectly related to these direct costs but nevertheless very real. In addition, there may be other costs on top of these that have not yet been formally explored in the literature, which explains why programs that offer to just offset direct costs often fail to generate the desired results.

A growing number of studies have looked specifically at why WQT programs have failed to thrive and have identified several indirect costs, or hurdles to implementation [1,3,6,15–19]. Measuring the cost of these hurdles falls on a spectrum from relatively easy, such as direct costs, to difficult, including the impact of a trading ratio, and transaction costs, or baseline requirement, to nearly impossible (e.g., complete distrust of government). Perhaps the three most discussed indirect costs are transaction costs [13,19], trust [20–22], and risk and uncertainty [2]. For example, new trading rules and regulations create uncertainties for the WQT participants, leading producers, and their trading partners, to lack trust in the system or the participants [6,23,24]. Feather and Amacher showed that uncertain farm profit and uncertain environmental impacts affect adoption [25], but adoption increased when producers became more informed about a practice. Although both risk and trust are important, informing producers about practices in order to reduce their perceived risk, and to increase trust, was more important than actually reducing risk.

All indirect costs increase a farmer’s need to ask for more financial assistance, or for an adoption premium (AP), to cover their costs to participate in WQT programs, or any other conservation program for that matter. Failure to recognize and account for this premium will lead policy makers to underestimate the cost of farmers’ participation. If APs are large, it could help explain low adoption rates in most conservation programs. It could also help explain the nature of why some conservation practices are adopted more readily than others—some practices are more risky than others, for example. This study imputes the existence and impact of an AP on participation and adoption of conservation practices in an emerging WQT program in Jordan Lake, North Carolina. Our purpose is to compute the size and nature of indirect costs relative to direct costs in our case study, and infer whether this could explain why so many programs that offer financial incentives for adoption have failed to generate as much interest as intended. We show that the AP in our example more than doubles the cost of purchasing credits. Estimating the AP is simplistic compared to individually measuring all indirect costs, such as transactions costs and risk (as illustrated in [26]), but carries the advantage that it is relatively simple to estimate and that it includes all indirect costs, including many that could not be measured individually, like a distaste for cooperating with outsiders. We estimate that transactions cost only accounts for about 10% of the AP in our case study, leaving 90% to risk and other unobserved issues. While it is ultimately important to identify and disentangle all of the individual indirect costs in the AP, policy makers may find it more cost effective to estimate the AP directly so they know what has to be offered for higher adoption rates.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Case Study Background

In 2011, the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) approved the implementation of a WQT program for Jordan Lake, North Carolina to control excess total nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP) loads responsible for the lake’s eutrophication. Per program rules [27], farmers participating in the WQT program can either install riparian buffer zones (conservation practice) to generate credits or allow mitigation bankers to purchase the rights to develop riparian buffer zones on non-buffered land adjacent to streams and sell them to developers. These credits can
be sold to new urban developers to meet their required pollution reduction. The total cost to purchase a credit includes direct costs and trading costs; trading costs are the indirect costs of participating in this new program as perceived by the farmer. We measured farmers’ total direct plus indirect costs of participating in this program by surveying farmers about their willingness to accept (WTA) a payment to adopt a conservation practice. The direct costs of installing riparian buffer zones were specified to farmers during the survey process. The AP is therefore any difference between farmers’ WTA and their direct costs. It includes any willingness of a farmer to share the cost of adoption and therefore can be positive or negative. A positive premium indicates that additional incentives are required over and above direct cost in order to induce conservation, and a negative premium indicates that farmers do not require full compensation even for direct costs.

Interviews were conducted with 90 farmers located in the Jordan Lake watershed between July 2012 and April 2013. Farmers were recruited using mailers, emails, and snowball sampling [28,29]. Multiple distinct contacts were made across a variety of venues, then snowballed, to assure an adequate representation of different agricultural sectors in the watershed (such as row crops, livestock, orchards, vegetables, and community-supported agriculture [CSA] farmers). The interviews were semi-structured, where the researcher follows a set of predetermined questions, while pursuing more information on specific answers as the farmers give them, in a conversational style [30,31]. The interviewer asked questions about the farm history, demographics, farm management, conservation practices, and the new WQT program in the watershed. After describing the parameters of North Carolina’s new program and the options for creating and selling credits, study participants were asked about their willingness to participate in the WQT program. In order to ensure that all farmers were working from the same information, they were given a written statement describing the WQT program for the Jordan Lake watershed and the interviewer read the statement aloud. Next, farmers were asked if they had any clarifying questions about the WQT program. The statement and handout were developed in consultation with the local agency responsible for implementing the WQT program, the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Water Resources. This handout clarified that the farmers’ nutrient credits would be allocated away from agriculture and towards the urban development community based on the amount of their water pollution reduction after installing riparian buffers adjacent to the streams on their farms. Once farmers indicated that they understood the description, they were asked questions related to specifics of the WQT program.

This segment of the interviews used two layers of questions. First, farmers were introduced to the WQT program, and then asked: “Would you allow developers to buy nutrient credits from you?” Second, farmers were provided with more detailed information about the conservation practice of riparian buffers and how much it was expected to cost (the direct cost). The interviewees were told that they would be able to sell credits based on installing a riparian buffer zone at least 15.24 m (50 ft) wide from either side of a creek or stream on their farm. If farmers were willing to consider installing this type of conservation practice, they were asked about their minimum WTA a payment. In order to disaggregate the farmers’ direct and indirect costs, the cost of riparian buffer installation (e.g., stated installation cost) was provided as described below:

“Experience shows that it would cost about $450 OR $2,200 (including fencing) per ac ($1,110 OR $5,400 (including fencing) per ha) to install permanent riparian buffers along streams. Given that developers could pay for part, all or more than your costs with the water quality trading, how much would be your willingness to accept to install riparian buffers? ______$/ac.”

We did not include opportunity and maintenance costs in the statement because we could compute them easily ourselves in order to assure some consistency across farms in prices, yields, and costs.

The contingent valuation method (CVM) was used to determine farmers’ WTA for participating in this program. The CVM is based on a questionnaire that includes responses to hypothetical questions respecting the value that people put on environmental goods when actual market data is lacking [32]. The most common question asked in CVM is the maximum amount that people would be willing to
pay (WTP) or minimum amount that they would be willing to accept (WTA) for a specific change to occur [33–35]. Buckley et al. write that “Dupraz et al. [36] found that CVM is a reliable method to reveal the behaviors of farmers facing the invitation to participate in an agri-environmental scheme” [37] (p. 6). This type of question is called open-ended, which yields a continuous variable because the respondent is open to say any amount that they are willing to.

Despite its popularity for valuing environmental amenities, CVM has been criticized for several limitations, such as information bias, non-response bias, and hypothetical bias [38–42]. One concern with open-ended questions about WTA is that responses can be unrealistically high, as some respondents use their response to demonstrate their unwillingness to cooperate [43]. While this is a risk, we wanted to use a method that enables farmers to express a value that reflects their full AP, which might actually be very high. A common way to check whether bids are an unrealistic protest is to ask indirect questions. Fisher indicated that indirect questions can provide a better trace of a person’s true feelings than direct questions in cases where someone feels social pressure to behave in a certain manner [44]. Therefore, we asked respondents the following indirect question:

“After thinking it a little more, are you confident with your earlier answer that you would be willing to accept $X to install the permanent buffers?”

After being asked this question, 92% of farmers maintained their original estimate of WTA. Of the 8% who changed their bids, only two farmers indicated that they would accept less than their original estimate. The remaining five participants increased their estimates to greater than cost, or unwilling to sell at any price. This increased our confidence that the bids represented a premium to adopt the practice, not a protest bid.

2.2. Computing the Adoption Premium

As shown in Figure 1, the general nature of supply-side indirect cost is to shift the supply curve inward, driving price up and quantity supplied down. An initial solution to supply and demand for credits, with no indirect costs, is found where $S_1$ intersects demand. Transaction costs and other indirect costs act as a wedge that drives up costs by shifting supply inward, from $S_1$ to $S_2$. Other indirect costs in the AP increase the size of the wedge, and shift supply even further inward, from $S_2$ to $S_3$. The magnitude of these shifts is an empirical question, but it is one that we can estimate for the Jordan Lake program using the data we collected from our 90 in-person interviews and a detailed field-by-field analysis of available credits based on direct costs [26]. The AP will reduce the effectiveness of the Jordan Lake program, but is it large enough to keep the program from being successful?

When farmers report a minimum WTA as a payment to install a conservation practice, such as riparian buffers, it must cover total costs to implement the conservation practice (CP). Total costs (TC) include direct costs to the farmers, such as conservation practice installation cost (IC\textsubscript{CP}) and opportunity cost (OC\textsubscript{CP}), plus indirect costs (e.g., trading costs) as follows:

$$\text{TC} = \text{installation cost (IC}_{CP}\text{) + Opportunity cost (OC}_{CP}\text{) + Trading cost}$$ (1)

where trading cost is the sum of all indirect costs including transactions costs.

Trading costs can be derived from the premium that each producer requests (WTA) above direct costs, by rearranging Equation (1) to solve for trading cost. The AP is the trading cost, less any stewardship share that a farmer is willing to contribute. It sums costs mentioned in the literature, like transactions costs and risk, which could have been more directly and precisely estimated separately (e.g., [14]), plus a variety of issues that have not been measured or noted in the literature, like trust or unwillingness to cooperate with government. Per Jordan Lake rules, buffer zones must be 15.24 m (50 ft.) wide on each side of the field adjacent to the stream. Installation costs were estimated at $1,110 per ha ($450 per ac) for farms producing crops and $5,400 per ha ($2,200 per ac) for livestock farmers [45,46]. The opportunity cost for livestock and crop farmers was assumed to equal the net revenue of the hay or crop lost where the conservation practices were installed. Yield and price data for
North Carolina crops and hay were obtained from the National Agricultural Statistics Service [47]: the costs of producing hay and crops were extracted from North Carolina State University and A&T State University Cooperative Extension [48]. A discount rate of 4.6% in perpetuity was used to annualize the investment costs [46].

Figure 1. Role of indirect cost on adoption premium in water quality trading market.

One limitation of our study is that transaction costs were not collected in the interviews. Therefore, we approximated them based on other existing studies. Estimated transaction costs for environmental markets or conservation programs range from 10% to 50% of the other costs for generating credits (e.g., [49]). Fang et al. estimated a 35% transaction cost factor for a nutrient program in the Minnesota River Basin [13]. Moreover, the Chesapeake Bay Commission adopted a 38% adjustment factor for calculating transaction cost [49]. We use a 35% adjustment factor, on top of direct costs, for transaction costs in this study.

3. Results

3.1. The Adoption Premium

Many authors have measured certain indirect costs. For example, as a way of dealing with risk and uncertainty, Dixit and Pindyck proposed a complicated way to measure a farmer’s option value to invest when that investment is irreversible, and the farmer is uncertain future returns will be known in the future by waiting [14]. This is supported by a farmer that told us, “You want more than you have in it because it’s a permanent thing”. Breetz et al. provide a long, detailed discussion about how farmers’ willingness to participate in a WQT program has a strong social component and is highly affected by trust in program administrators [20]. One farmer told us, “I don’t trust the bureaucracy of who is going to maintain it”. Many of the farmers were concerned about transaction costs too. For example, one farmer said, “Then when I started talking to them, he was like I got my lawyers. Everything out of them was lawyers this and lawyer that”. However, we believe that the AP is bigger than what can be explained by risk and uncertainty, trust or transaction costs. For example, some expressed concerns about government, “No. I didn’t want the government involved telling me what to do”, “Once they pay you, they think they own it” and that government intervention “distorts the economy and ends up not being particularly helpful”. Others had concerns about the aesthetic values, “I don’t think it would look very nice. It would be grow’d up.” Likewise, while some were concerned about the environment, “I want us all to be doing the right thing and not for money, but because it is the right thing to do for the environment”, others felt that it might be someone else’s responsibility, “I don’t see how they can ask farmers, dairymen to control the waste when these big towns and big cities are dumping waste in the River. I think you’re wasting your time”. Farmers expressed many reasons that are probably not worth the cost and effort to estimate individually, but collectively
they can have the effect of inflating the AP. Therefore, we estimate the total AP directly as a useful tool for policy makers to increase conservation practice adoption.

3.2. Profile of Farmers in the Jordan Lake Study

Farmers who participated in the study were older, reporting an average age of 56.6, with only 12% indicating that they were 39 years or younger. Notably, most (70%) had lived in their community for the entirety of their lives. Of farmers who had settled more recently, only 8% had lived in the community for less than 20 years. These aging, long-term residents of the Jordan Lake watershed were primarily full-time farmers (89%), working farms with an average size of 153 ha (377 acres). All farmers had adopted some type of conservation practices, including no-till, riparian buffers, exclusion fencing, and grass waterways. Relatedly, 79% of research participants reported participating in subsidy programs to assist with the adoption of conservation practices on their farms.

3.3. The Role of Information

Before providing participants of the survey with the riparian buffer installation cost, just 27% of farmers said they were willing to consider adopting conservation methods in order to sell credits. However, when provided with additional information about the practice and program parameters, and asked to estimate how much they would charge if they participated in the program, just as predicted by Feather and Amacher, willingness to entertain adoption for credit sales rose to about 93% [25] (Table 1). The remaining 7% still declined to offer an estimate, instead reiterating that they would not participate under any circumstance. These results bolster our proposition that farmers might be adding a large AP to participate in programs that they do not trust, and that providing information can increase trust.

Table 1. Farmers’ willingness to entertain adoption estimates for water quality trading program before and after stated conservation practice installation cost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Answer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No Answer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Probit model was used to formally test whether familiarizing farmers with information about the costs to install practices did indeed increase participation. The data were pooled to create the dummy variable, 0 = no stated installation cost, and 1 = stated installation cost. The log likelihood of the fitted model is -68.78, and the Log Ratio Chi-Square was 20.5, with a p value of 0.0, indicating that our model as a whole is statistically significant (Table 2). Four variables affected acceptance of the Jordan Lake WQT program: years of residency, education, agree upon installing buffers with trees (yes = 1, otherwise = 0), and stated installation cost (e.g., dummy variable, 0 = no stated installation cost, and 1 = stated installation cost). As shown in Table 2, a significant coefficient for stated installation cost indicates that specifying the installation cost plays a notable role in reducing farmers’ unfamiliarity with participating in this program. That is, farmers are unfamiliar with the costs and risks of participating in a WQT program, so providing some sort of information increased their willingness to participate. Higher levels of education also had a significant positive role. Farmers’ willingness to put in a permanent buffer with trees, which allows them to sell nutrient credits to developers, also had a positive effect on willingness to accept. Length of residency in their community had a significant, negative influence on program acceptance, with long-term residence lowering participants’ likelihood to participate in the WQT program. Finally, if farmers had experienced a failure
connected to prior implementation of conservation practices, it had a negative, yet insignificant, impact on their willingness to participate in the WQT program.

Table 2. The role of offering a monetary payment on participation in the water quality trading program in Jordan Lake, North Carolina.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of Residency</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-2.12 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.96 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Buffer</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.37 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of Farm</td>
<td>-0.00042</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stated Installation Cost (dummy variable)</td>
<td>2.083</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>8.12 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R²</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>LR Chi-Square</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Likelihood</td>
<td>-68.78</td>
<td>Prob &gt; Chi-Square</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ** Statistical significance at the 1% level; * Statistical significance at the 5% level.

3.4. Trading Cost

Initial participation costs for this program are greater for livestock farmers (e.g., $5,400 per ha ($2,200 per ac) including fencing) than for crop farmers (e.g., $1,110 per ha ($450 per ac)). Therefore, WTA was normalized by the buffer installation and opportunity cost so that livestock and crop farmers could be compared. While some farmers had both livestock and crops, the conservation practice was dictated by whether livestock would be present. Table 3 shows the normalized farmer’s rates of WTA compared to the expected cost to adopt. Because they are normalized, the rate for a crop farmer who is willing to accept $1,110 per ha ($450 per ac) is directly comparable to a livestock farmer who is willing to accept $5,400 per ha ($2,200 per ac). Recalling that the AP includes the trading cost, net of any stewardship contribution from a farmer, any positive premium would require that farmers be compensated over and above direct costs in order to adopt conservation practices. Only two farmers would be willing to accept less than the cost of installation while thirteen would accept payment equal to the direct cost to install their conservation practice. The vast majority of farmers (83%) were only willing to accept more than the direct cost. Of these farmers, nearly half would ask more than twice the cost, about one third would ask for more than three times the direct cost, and almost 3 percent would ask more than 10 times their installation costs. Farmers’ WTA is notably higher than their conservation practice direct costs, which indicates that trading costs are high.

Table 3. Normalized frequency and percentage of Jordan Lake farmers’ willingness to trade (WTA—willingness to accept /installation and opportunity cost).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9–10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&lt;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We next estimated supply and demand for credits, with and without the AP, in order to determine the overall impact of the AP on the WQT program in the Jordan Lake watershed. We first estimated a supply function (shown as \( S_1 \) in Figure 1) for the Jordan Lake watershed based on farmers’ direct costs of participating in the WQT program. Then, we estimated a demand function (shown as \( D \) in Figure 1) by computing urban developers’ cost to install stormwater control measures; demand for credits occurs where urban developers break even by upgrading their own systems or buying credits (See [50] for details).

We expected some farmers would ask for exorbitant prices; some asked for as much as 20 times the direct costs. There is no perfect way to know when a farmer is making a protest bid. However, Motallebi showed that a farmer who required ten or more times the direct cost for installing a conservation practice would find no demand from an urban developer because, above that price, developers will control nutrients on site instead of seeking to buy credits [50]. Therefore, we excluded farmers asking more than ten times the marginal cost (MC) of participating in the WQT program from our estimate of WTA. Before normalization, the average WTA for farmers in Jordan Lake watershed, shown in Table 4, was $28,858 per ha ($11,757 per ac) for livestock farmers and $12,920 per ha ($5,264 per ac) for crop farmers. We derived the adoption premium by subtracting direct costs from the farmer’s WTA. The average premium for crop farmers is about $9,190 per ha ($3,744 per ac), or about 2.4 times more than their conservation practice installation and opportunity costs. The average premium for livestock farmers is about $20,802 per ha ($8,475 per ac), or about 2.6 times more than their conservation practice installation and opportunity costs. If we assume that 35% of the calculated trading cost belongs to the transaction cost [13], the remaining AP for crop and livestock farmers would be $18,912 and $8,802 per ha ($7,705 and $3,586 per ac), respectively, or 2.4 times direct costs for both land use types. Therefore, the AP more than doubled the cost of providing credits, even after netting out the willingness of farmers to help pay for conservation. Furthermore, transactions costs likely accounted for only about 10% of the AP, implying that the indirect costs that are more difficult to measure might be substantial.

**Table 4. Rate and amount of willingness to accept, trading cost, and adoption premium.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Livestock Farming *</th>
<th>( \text{WTA (}) )</th>
<th>( \text{Trading Cost (}} )</th>
<th>( \text{Trading Cost Rate} )</th>
<th>( \text{Adoption Premium (}} )</th>
<th>( \text{Adoption Premium Rate} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{28,858 per ha} )</td>
<td>( \text{20,802 per ha} )</td>
<td>( \text{2.99} )</td>
<td>( \text{18,912 per ha} )</td>
<td>( \text{2.35} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{11,757 per ac} )</td>
<td>( \text{8,475 per ac} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop Farming **</th>
<th>( \text{WTA (}} )</th>
<th>( \text{Trading Cost (}} )</th>
<th>( \text{Trading Cost Rate} )</th>
<th>( \text{Adoption Premium (}} )</th>
<th>( \text{Adoption Premium Rate} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{12,920 per ha} )</td>
<td>( \text{9,190 per ha} )</td>
<td>( \text{2.46} )</td>
<td>( \text{8,802 per ha} )</td>
<td>( \text{2.36} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{5,264 per ac} )</td>
<td>( \text{3,744 per ac} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * Conservation practice installation cost is $5,400 per ha ($2,200 per ac) including fencing; ** Conservation practice installation cost is $1,100 per ha ($450 per ac).

4. Farmer’s Willingness to Bear Some Costs

Based on the interviews, we were intrigued about why farmers ask for a WTA that differs from the direct cost of conservation practices. Is it just a financial matter or do they lean toward a less precise rationale, such as the role of land stewardship? While asking about the specific rationale as to how farmers determine value was not the focus of the survey, we were able to get some information about that rationale through indirect questions. We asked an indirect question about farmers’ perceptions concerning why they thought other farmers might choose a different WTA from their own choice [51]. Most of the farmers in this study indicated a higher WTA than the conservation practice installation cost (positive AP); accordingly they were asked:

“In your opinion, why would other farmers be willing to accept less than the cost of installation (for the conservation practice)?”
Many farmers were skeptical that their peers would actually be WTA less, saying things like, "I don't know those people. They don't exist around here." Following the disbelief that fellow farmers would accept a partial payment, the most common suggestions for why another farmer would accept less than the installation costs were attributed to individual beliefs about social responsibility and environmental stewardship. Another frequent refrain speculated that such farmers were not true farmers or were not fully aware of the true costs to participate. As one farmer explained, "I can see persons who own farmland and they are physically separated from it. It gives them some assurance that there is activity going on the farm. They could be in Chicago or LA or some other location and it just gives them, it lets them know that they're got-that they have a reliable plan of action in place and [are] not dependent on the farm for any type of revenue." Another respondent reasoned, "Probably an elderly person that don't farm anymore and planning to sell the land and no one to give it to." Some answers suggested that farmers WTA less might have already implemented similar conservation practices on their farm and recognized a personal value more similar to cost-share scenarios, "If you are going to do it anyhow for another reason, then that helps share the cost. That would be the only reason I can think of." Other reasons offered included: perceived wealth, and consequently, no need for income from conservation practices; substantial financial support from children or off-farm jobs; and that they may be tired of farming and prefer to sell their farm or put their acreage in alternative programs.

In our study, a minority of farmers indicated their WTA as equal to or lower than the cost of the conservation practice installation. These farmers were offering to shoulder some of the costs of conservation, essentially creating a stewardship discount (as opposed to an AP). Accordingly, they were asked:

"In your opinion, why would other farmers need to accept more than their cost of conservation practice installation?"

For these farmers, their responses indicated that they were self-aware that their choice would not be replicated by many of their peers and they expected the average farmer to require more, whether driven by profit "Well, they are greedy", or good business, "The average farmer these days is in it in a big way and is a good businessman and manages it and isn't going to let anybody get ahead of them to well on something like that. They are going to get what they think it is worth." Others suggested that the high payment requirements came from issues surrounding property rights and the WQT program design saying it was, "possibly because it's [the conservation practice] a permanent fixture'. Other issues raised included: land tenure, with farmers pointing out that many people rent a good portion of the land that they are farming, and consequently, agreements to sell credits would include the farmer and the landlord, leading to the need for profit as a motivator to make such complex agreements happen; that the buyers of credits were developers; and farmers protecting themselves from the perception that they might be taken advantage of in the sale of credits.

5. Conclusions

Many conservation programs seem attractive on paper, but the success of these programs depends on a large set of complicated, real-world factors that affect the acceptability of the program by the involved parties. One way that the effectiveness of conservation programs has been marginalized is high indirect costs on top of the direct costs to adopt a conservation practice. We call these indirect costs an AP since they represent the financial equivalent to compensate someone enough so that they would be willing to adopt a practice. The AP is net of any discount offered by farmers that want to share adoption costs, and therefore can be positive, negative, or zero. Although several studies have looked at indirect costs of one type or another, no study, to our knowledge, has looked at the total magnitude of these costs compared to direct costs, which are relatively easier to identify and measure. It would be possible, for example, to conclude that offering to cover transaction costs would mitigate a farmer’s unwillingness to adopt a conservation practice, when this might not be true because transactions costs are only a small part of the AP. Therefore, we examined the magnitude of an AP in the Jordan
Lake WQT program. The results show that farmers’ average WTA for participating in this program is $28,858 and $12,920 per ha ($11,757 and $5,264 per ac) for livestock and crop producers, respectively. The AP more than doubles the cost of participation for most farmers.

Three commonly cited indirect costs are transactions costs, risk and uncertainty, and trust. One limitation of this study, and research should be undertaken on this in future studies, is that we did not estimate the individual indirect components of the AP that could be estimated as a way of validating and comparing the AP to what has already been published about indirect costs. While we could not estimate the value of other indirect costs, it is likely that the high AP in Jordan Lake, NC, also includes other indirect costs, such as a lack of trust between the involved parties (e.g., credit sellers, credit buyers, regulators, and program facilitators). Using estimates from other studies, we found that only 10% of the premium could be explained just by transaction costs. Knowing something about the nature of these costs could help reduce the AP. For example, building trust makes information more believable to farmers and reduces the risk that farmers may perceive in participating in the trading scheme [22]. Lack of trust is a temporary issue and can be reduced or eliminated by policy makers if they start building a link between the involved parties before implementing the targeted policy. Jones et al. determined that “reputations have economic consequences” and “it reduces the uncertainty by providing information about the reliability and goodwill of others” [52] (pp. 932–933). Farmers that we surveyed also mentioned risk. Perceived financial risks are often interconnected [53] with other forms of risk, such as the risk to autonomy [54], and have been shown to prevent or limit adoption or participation for farmers. Ethical risks, both personal and institutional, can also impede participation among farmers [55]. Correspondingly, perceived risks are more likely to be undertaken when the risk can be demonstrably mediated or if potential benefits are perceived to outweigh them [51,56,57]. Shortle stated that successful trading requires developed institutions for organizing trading that can be trusted by the program participants [6]. Building institutional trust with the capacity to mediate perceived risks for potential participants could help to reduce the AP for new conservation programs such as WQT.

This study is limited in scope, both by the size of the sample and the regional uniqueness of the problem, and in complexity—careful measures of indirect costs. However, the results indicate that the AP could be significant and could be the marginal difference between success and failure for many of the WQT programs in the United States. Our contribution to the literature is that farmers require an AP and that it may be more practical to measure that AP directly than to build it from the ground up by measuring all of its components. The AP applies to all conservation, not just those considered for water quality trading credits. Policy makers and those who implement these programs are able to maneuver toward reducing the AP through simple actions such as providing information and building trust, and this is very positive news compared to many other hurdles in the way of these programs. Anyone interested in increasing adoption should consider the importance related to their own situation, as it will affect adoption success. Finally, while it is important to continue to study why there are indirect costs and how they might be reduced, it may be more important to just know how much they are compared to direct costs as far as program efficacy is concerned. The AP is likely to be a key barrier to adoption, but it can be measured and reduced.
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